ABSTRACT Histogram shifting (HS) as a typical reversible data hiding (RDH) scheme is widely researched due to its high quality of stego-image. During HS process, the selected side information, i.e., peak and zero bins, usually greatly affects the performance of stego-image. Due to the massive solution space and burden in distortion computation, conventional HS-based schemes commonly utilize some empirical criterions associated with many artificial-designed constraints to determine side information, which could not lead to a global optimal performance for HS-based RDH. Later, our previous work proposed an adaptive information selection scheme for ''multiple embedding'' method by removing lots of constraints employed in conventional schemes. However, those constraints could not be completely avoided. Those chosen peak and zero bins in ''multiple embedding'' process are required to be different with each other, since they are commonly determined at one time as side information. In this paper, we employ ''multilevel embedding'' method and contrive to get rid of these above-mentioned constraints, which are called ''unnecessary constraints'' in this paper, so as to search essential global optimal side information around the entire solution space for HS-based RDH. Apparently, the process will dramatically increase the solution space and computation complexity. To effectively control the time cost, two novel approaches are proposed: 1) A pattern-based rapid performance evaluation method is designed to compute the rate and distortion; 2) Spirited by our previous work, a problem-oriented designed evolutionary algorithm, i.e., transfer learning-based genetic algorithm, is proposed to perform high-efficiency search around the entire huge solution space. For a given data payload, the proposed scheme could adaptively determine the optimal combination of peak and zero bins without any unnecessary constraint. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed scheme compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer and network techniques, many multimedia are transmitted [1] - [2] and processed [3] - [5] via the internet. Meanwhile, to protect their copyright and authenticate the content integrity for those transitive data, some security techniques, such as reversible data hiding
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhaoqing Pan. technique (RDH) [6] - [39] , are widely researched in recently years. It could enable the decoder to not only extract the secret data as traditional schemes, but also perfectly reconstruct the original cover image without any distortion. For some specific scenarios, such as military, medical and legal applications, even slight distortion in images is not tolerated and thus RDH is perfectly employed in those cases.
In general, the existing reversible data hiding schemes can be mainly classified into several categories: i.e., lossless compression [6] - [7] , difference expansion (DE) [8] - [16] , histogram shifting (HS) [17] - [34] and others [35] - [39] . In addition, to ensure those data security in the cloud environment, some reversible information hiding algorithms are extended into encryption domain [40] - [41] . Among them, both DE and HS attract much attention due to their easy operation and high quality of stego-image. Initial DE based scheme [8] calculates the difference between two adjacent pixels and then doubles (expands) the value to vacate its LSB to hide 1-bit secret data. To further exploit image correlation, DE is extended on prediction errors, and called as prediction-error expansion (PEE) [9] - [15] . Later, several improved techniques, such as selection techniques [12] , [16] , location map reduction [14] , are proposed on PEE. Recently, in [23] and [42] , the ideal that DE/PEE scheme could be regarded as a special case of HS is proposed. Therefore, we concentrates on the HS based scheme in this paper.
Histogram shifting (HS) based scheme was initially presented by Ni et al. [17] . It selects a pair of peak bin (with highest frequency) and zero bin (with zero frequency) in histogram as side information and then shifts those bins between peak and zero bins by 1 towards zero bin to create vacant space nearby the peak bin. Finally, each pixel at peak bin is employed to embed 1-bit secret message for reversible data hiding. The process is simply illustrated by Fig.1(a) and the result is shown in Fig.1(b) . It is also can be simply represented by Fig.2 by ignoring the vertical axis, where each value in the parenthesis means the frequency of one bin in current histogram. The flowchart of optimal rate allocation among multiple histograms
As shown in Fig.1 , the rate (capacity) of HS based RDH is determined by the frequency of peak bin and the main distortion is caused by the shifted content between peak and zero bins. Generally speaking, the rate and distortion performance of HS based reversible data hiding heavily depends on ''the sharpness of histogram'' [18] - [31] and ''chosen side information'' [27] , [30] , i.e., peak and zero bins. So as to build sharp one histogram (or multiple histograms), some improvements are proposed, i.e., various accurate prediction and interpolation approaches [19] - [31] to build sharp histogram, sorting and selection scheme [19] - [30] to choose those pixels in the smooth regions for building sharp sub-histogram, and recent multiple histograms based schemes [32] - [35] to construct several tight/sharp sub-histograms according to their texture similarity.
In this paper, we focus on another issue. That is how to determine the optimal side information, i.e., combination of peak and zero bins, associated with the least distortion for the given payload. According to our understanding, the optimal selection of peak and zero bins could be modeled as an optimization problem as shown in (9) , in which the fewer constraints are offered, the more flexible search is performed in a larger solution space. As a result, a better solution could be achieved in theory. Herein, based on search flexibility and the number of constraints in the optimization model, recent schemes could be simply summarized into three levels in this paper.
A. LEVEL 1: EMPIRICAL SEARCH OF SIDE INFORMATION
Ni et al. [17] employed the highest frequency bin as peak bin regardless of how much payload should be hidden. Latter, considering the Laplace distribution of prediction errors (PEs), Li et al. [31] and Sachnev et al. [19] generally utilized two fixed values at the center region of PE histogram, i.e. 0, −1, as peak bins for data hiding. In 2012, Xuan et al. [27] offered a flexible scheme, which found that combination of those bins with less frequency away from the center region of PE histogram as peak bins rather than those ones located at center region, i.e., 0, −1, might be a better choice in some cases. However, in [27] , to control the computation complexity, peak bins are mandatory to be continuously selected, which means the case with continuous values, i.e., {−2, −3, −4} rather than the combination of random determined values, i.e., {−2, −4}, is allowed to be peak bins, even the latter one might be better. Afterwards, Hwang [20] incorporated above-mentioned flexible side information selection method in Xuan et al. [27] and Sachnevet al.'s prediction [19] to offer an improved scheme. Based on the above analysis, it is clear that those empirical methods commonly add some additional constraints to achieve a rapid search, which is hardly to achieve global optimal side information. VOLUME 7, 2019 
B. LEVEL 2: ''MULTIPLE EMBEDDING'' WITH DIFFERENT (NON-REPEATED) PEAK BINS
To reduce the number of those constraints in empirical schemes (Level 1), our previous work [30] employed multiple embedding method with much more flexible selection approach to determine peak bins, which achieves a better performance. However, some inherent constriction for multiple embedding method could not be completely removed. It requires all the peak and zero bins should be chosen at one time and those values are different from each other, which is defined as ''non-repeated (also called single) peak bins'' case. The scheme could be illustrated in Fig.4(b) and Fig.5(a) .
To further remove the constraint on repeatability in multiple embedding method, multilevel embedding [34] is recommended in this paper, which allows to freely choose peak bins during the embedding process and thus some peak bins might be repeatedly utilized. As shown in Fig.5(b) , multilevel embedding is illustrated, where peak bin 1 chosen in Layer 2 is actually generated from bin 0 in Layer 1, namely original bin 0 in Layer 1 is double (repeatedly) utilized in ''multilevel embedding''. This paper focuses on the search of optimal side information in ''multilevel embedding'' process on Level 3. It is expected to obtain the essential global optimal solution. However, the process might lead to a drastically increased computation complexity due to two factors, i.e., the complex performance evaluation for multilevel embedding and greatly increased solution space due to less constraints. To deal with both issues (factors) and effectively control computation complexity, some techniques are designed and the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
(1) Propose a more flexible side information selection approach with less constraints for ''multilevel embedding'' based RDH framework without those unnecessary constraints included in Level 1 and 2;
(2) Offer a pattern based rapid performance evaluation method for multilevel embedding process to reduce computation complexity; (3) Design a novel problem-oriented evolutionary algorithm, i.e., Transfer Learning based Genetic Algorithm (GA), to achieve high-efficiency search of optimized side information within an entire huge solution space.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Some related work is briefly reviewed in Section II and the advantage of multilevel embedding process is discussed in Section III. Afterwards, two effective algorithms, i.e., 'rapid performance evaluation for multilevel embedding' and 'an evolutionary algorithm based effective search method', are designed to determine the optimal side information in Section IV and V, respectively. The embedding and extraction schemes are described in Section VI, which are followed by the experimental results and analysis in Section VII. Finally, the conclusion is offered in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the section, conventional HS based RDH process and their performance evaluation methods are simply reviewed, which will inspirit our design of rapid performance evaluation scheme for ''multilevel embedding'' in Section IV.
A. CONVENTIONAL HISTOGRAM SHIFTING (HS) BASED RDH
The first step of HS based RDH is to generate a sharp histogram, i.e., prediction error (PE) histogram. For each pixel x i in cover image, it could be predicted by one precise prediction method with its neighborhood ones, i.e., precise rhombus prediction in [19] , to obtain x i and then the prediction error e i would be computed by
Thus, all the e i will be arranged in the raster scan order to generated an array as cover, denoted as PE = e i |i ∈ [1, size] , where size is the number of e i .
After PE generation, the HS embedding procedure is performed to obtain marked prediction error e i . First, for a histogram of PE (PEH), a peak bin with highest frequency and a zero bin with zero frequency in the histogram should be determined and denoted as (P 1 , Z 1 ). HS then shifts the histogram bins between P 1 and Z 1 towards Z 1 direction by one unit to create a vacant position near P 1 . Finally, each predictive error e i is scanned to embed 1-bit message w when P 1 is encountered. When P 1 < Z 1 , HS is performed towards 'right direction' as shown in Fig. 1 and computed by
If P 1 > Z 1 , HS embedding is similarly implemented towards the 'left direction'.
Finally, the marked pixel x i is generated by x i = x i + e i to generate the stego-image.
During the process, notice two points, which improve the adaptability of HS based RDH and affect its performance.
(1) Peak bin P 1 is not obligatory to be highest frequency bin, but the appropriate one with enough frequency to hide given secret message.
(2) When relative large payload is required, rather than using just one pair of peak and zero bins (P 1 , Z 1 ), some other strategies, i.e., 'multiple embedding' on Level 2 or 'multilevel embedding' on Level 3, might be employed, which could involve several pairs of peak and zero bins from the histogram and then perform multi-layer embedding.
As mentioned in Section I, the difference between both ''multiple embedding'' and ''multilevel embedding'' methods is the limitation whether peak bins could be repeatedly utilized in the embedding process. An example in Fig.5 is offered to illustrated their difference.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR CONVENTIONAL HS BASED EMBEDDING PROCESS
According to the process in above subsection, the performance for conventional HS based RDH, i.e., embedding capacity (also called 'rate' in this paper) and distortion, can be readily estimated as follows.
For single layer embedding with (P 1 , Z 1 ) as peak and zero bins, the embedding capacity EC is as follows.
where h(i) denotes the frequency of occurrence for value i in histogram.
Assume the '0' and '1' in the secret message of length C are equally distributed, the distortion D between original and stego pixels can be computed by the shifting value of each bin in the histogram and computed as
where (i) = 1 means the shift value of each shifted bin is 1. The distortion is calculated in two parts: (a) The former term in (4) is the shifting distortion for non-peak bins, denoted as D non−peak , caused by those bins' shifting as an entirety in the range [P 1 + 1;
The other one is the embedding distortion for peak bin P 1 , denoted as D single−peak , where means peak bins P 1 is only once (single) utilized and half of P 1 is shifted to its adjacent vacant value by 1. Similarly, for ''multiple embedding'' on Level 2 involved with m pairs of different peak and zero bins, denoted as
The complete distortion D for m-layer multiple embedding can be rapidly evaluated by
where bin i means i-th bin's accumulated shifts value during m-layer multiple embedding. The distortion also is divided by two parts: (a) The former is the shifting distortion for those non-peak bins, which are shifted as an entirety with the same accumulated shifting value bin i ; (2) D P k represents the distortion caused by single utilized (non-repeated utilized) peak bin P k , half of which will be changed to be adjacent value towards Z k to hide w = 1 with shift being ( bin P k + 1) or ( bin P k −1), which depends on the relative location between P k and Z k . Thus its distortion could be separately calculated as follows.
During above performance estimation process, the accumulated shifts value bin i for i-th bin in histogram is significant and could be calculated by
where k (i) means the shift value for the k-th layer embedding associated with P k and Z k as side information. It could be computed as
In addition, bin P k in (7) could be considered as a special case of bin i=P k in (6), which menas the accumulated shifts value for peak bin P k during the rest (m−1)-layer embedding where P k is not regarded as the peak bin. The details could refer to our previous work [30] .
Finally, it is noted that, since one peak bin is only single utilized in ''multiple embedding'', its half frequency will be changed to be the adjacent value as shown in Fig.1 , and thus the embedding distortion will be readily computed by (7) . On the contrary, if one peak bin is repeatedly employed in ''multilevel embedding'', the distortion calculation is much more complex and will be discussed in Section IV.
III. THE ADVANTAGE OF MULTILEVEL EMBEDDING WITHOUT ANY UNNECESSARY CONSTRAINTS
Compared with ''multiple embedding'' method, the superiority of ''multilevel embedding'' process employed in this paper is briefly discussed in terms of theory and practice.
A. THE ADVANTAGE OF THE MULTILEVEL EMBEDDING IN THEORY
Based on the given payload, our aim is to determine the optimal peak and zero bins as side information associated with minimum distortion. Based on the purpose, a general optimization model could be developed as follows. where D means the distortion. P and Z denotes the chosen optimal peak and zero bins involved in HS based RDH, and denoted as P = {P k |1 ≤ k ≤ m} and Z = {Z k |1 ≤ k ≤ m} respectively for m-layer embedding. C is the length of given secret message and constraint condition (9) means given secret message could be completely embedded. All elements in P and Z are chosen from the candidate peak bins' set with all the non-zero frequency bins in the histogram, denoted as Peak_Set, and candidate zero bins' set including the rest zero frequency bins, denoted as Zero_Set, respectively. Clearly, D depends on the chosen P and Z, and is expressed as D(P,Z).
Evidently, both constraints in the optimization model (9) are inevitable for general RDH embedding. In addition, since other constraints mentioned in Level 1 and 2, which are defined as 'unnecessary constraints' in this paper, are not included in (9) , it could achieve a most flexible search around the entire solution space and thus obtain the essentially global optimal side information in theory.
B. AN EXAMPLE TO DEMONSTRATE THE SUPERIORITY OF MULTILEVEL EMBEDDING
In this subsection, an artificial example is designed to illustrate some typical embedding methods on different levels (From Level 1 to Level 3 as mentioned in Section I), and then compare their performances.
As shown in Fig.3 , assume the pixels in one cover image could be divided into both smooth and texture regions, respectively, where the smooth region corresponds to a sharp histogram with accurate prediction errors (PEs), denoted as H _a. While the texture region is associated with a fat histogram with lager PEs, denoted as H _b.
1) CASE 1: WHEN THE GIVEN PAYLOAD IS 4500 BITS
Level 1: As illustrated in Fig.4(a) , the empirical search might fixedly choose two highest peak bins, e,g., bin 0 in histogram H _a and bin 0 in histogram H _b, respectively, to hide given payload. Its rate (embedding capacity) is 4500 bits according to (5), i.e., EC = Then, based on (6), (7) and Fig.4(a) , its distortion is readily calculated by [ 1 2 × 1000 + 800 + 600 + 400 + 200] = 4750, where the contents in each quare bracket mean the distortion caused by one histogram, i.e., H _a or H _b, and the underline is utilized to emphasize the distortion for peak bins.
Level 2: Similarly, as illustrated in Fig.4(b) , for the multiple embedding, the bins {−1, 0} in H _a, and bin 4 in H _b might be synchronously determined to hide secret data. Then, the rate is EC = It is observed that, since the flexible side information is selected without those unnecessary constraints, the distortion D for ''multiple embedding'' on Level 2 is less than that for empirical one on Level 1 at the same payload 4500 bits.
In addition, the solution space of ''multilevel embedding'' on Level 3 contains that of ''multiple embedding'' according to its fewer constraints. Thus, ''multilevel embedding'' could also reach the performance of ''multiple embedding''.
C. CASE 2: WHEN THE PAYLOAD IS INCREASED TO BE 8000 BITS
Level 2: As illustrated in Fig.5(a) , for the multiple embedding, the bins {−1, 0, 1} in H _a together with bins {−4, −1, 0, 2, 3, 4} in H _b might be synchronously selected to hide secret data. Then, EC = 9 k=1 h(P k ) = 8000 bits and the distortion is D =
Level 3: As shown in Fig.5(b) , for the multilevel embedding, the bins {0, 1, −1} in H _a, and bins {−4, −1, 1, 4} in H _b might be chosen to hide given payload.
It is observed that some peak bins might be repeatedly utilized in the multilevel embedding process since those peak bins in ''multilevel embedding'' are dynamically selected during each layer embedding process. As shown in the left 35568 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. The selection of peak and zero bins. picture in Fig.5(b) , bin 1 in Layer 2 in histogram H _a originated from bin 0 in Layer 1 is also employed, namely original bin 0 in Layer 1 are double (repeatedly) utilized. In general, to evaluate the rate and distortion for multilevel embedding, the time-consuming embedding process should be tracked and the rate is EC =
It is observed that ''multilevel embedding'' on Level 3 leads to less distortion compared with ''multiple embedding'' on Level 2 due to the flexible selection of some better side information.
Based on both examples, the superiority of ''multilevel embedding'' is demonstrated.
IV. RAPID PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MULTILEVEL EMBEDDING
To fast solve the optimization model (9) and thus determine the optimal side information for ''multilevel embedding'', a pattern based rapid performance evaluation method is proposed in this section to evaluate the performance of each solution in (9) .
Inspirited from that method for ''multiple embedding'' as mentioned in Section II-B and comprehensive consideration of ''multilevel embedding'' process, the distortion D for the ''multilevel embedding'' can be firstly divided into three parts:
(1) Distortion caused by those non-peak bins, which are shifted as entirety (denoted as D non−peak ); (10) Then, each part of distortions in (10) could be individually calculated as follows. Clearly, the front two items in (10), namely D non−peak and D single−peak , could be easily computed by referring to multiple embedding process as mentioned in Section II-B.
A. CALCULATE D NON−PEAK
If i-th bin in the histogram belongs to non-peak bin shifted as an entirety with accumulated shift value bin i , D non−peak is computed by
As shown in the left picture of Fig.5(b) , denoted as Fig.5(b) _left, original bin '1' in Layer 1 belongs to this case. It is computed by
B. CALCULATE D SINGLE −PEAK
If one bin is a single used peak bin, denoted as P k , with half of them changed to the adjacent value, D single−peak could be calculated by using (7) .
As shown in Fig.5(b) _left, bin '−1' in Layer 1 belongs to the case, which is single utilized in the Layer 2 and half of P k = −1 will be changed to be adjacent value −2. Thus, its distortion is calculated by
C. CALCULATE D REPEATED−PEAK
If one bin belongs to a repeatedly utilized peak bin (a particular case for multilevel embedding), a pattern based rapid VOLUME 7, 2019 performance evaluation method is proposed in this paper to calculate the D repeated−peak .
The main ideal is that all the possible patterns associated with their performances are pre-prepared in advanced. When multilevel embedding is encountered, one corresponding pre-prepared pattern could be rapidly searched to obtain its performance without repeatedly tracking the time-consuming multilevel embedding process.
Without loss of generality, assume that one repeatedly utilized peak bin is denoted as P k associated with the number of reuses (namely repeated times) RT _P k . Two patterns based on RT _P k = 2 are illustrated in Fig.6 and their usage are described as follows. Based on the Pattern 1 as shown in Fig.6 (a) for 2-layer multilevel embedding process, the rate is the sum of the frequencies of twice used P k and represented by EC = h(P k ) + 1 2 ×h(P k ) = 3 2 ×h(P k ). The distortion for P k could be easily calculated as
The performance results could be readily extended to m-layer ''multilevel embedding'' process and represented by
where bin P k means the accumulated shift values for bin P k shifted as entirety during the rest (m − 2)-layers embedding, in which P k is not considered as a peak bin. Similarly, the performance, i.e., rate EC and distortion D repeated−peak , for Pattern 2 in Fig.6 (b) could be also are calculated by
In this way, all those performance results, i.e., EC and D repeated−peak , associated with the corresponding pattern numbers, could be similarly pre-prepared and listed in the table for looking up. Similarly, those patterns based on RT _P k = 3 associated with shifting towards ''right direction'' are listed in Appendix A for reference.
Finally, to calculate above three kinds of distortions in (10), the accelerate shifting value bin i for i-th bin in histogram during m-layer multilevel embedding should be calculated, which might be present in the form of bin P k as a special case in (12) and (13) when i = P k . In this paper, bin i for ''multilevel embedding'' is similarly calculated as the case of ''multiple embedding'' process by using (8) . The only difference is to supplement (8) by considering the special case of calculating k (i) for repeatedly utilized peak bins in multilevel embedding process as follows. When P k < Z k for 'right direction' shifting,
Otherwise, when P k > Z k for 'left direction' shifting,
As illustrated in Fig.6 (a) ,
According to above analysis, assume given side information for m-layer multilevel embedding process has s pairs of different peak and zero bins and could be presented as P k , k ∈ RT _P k = m and RT _P k ≥ 1. Then, the rapid performance evaluation could be performed as follows.
(1) Based on given side information, calculate the accelerate shifting value bin i for each bin by using (8) , (14), (15); (2) Calculate distortions D non−peak and D single−peak by using (11) and (7), respectively; (3) Determine the pattern number and then calculate D repeated−peak by looking up the corresponding performance in pre-prepared table, such as (12) or (13) for RT _P k = 2, or some performances listed in Appendix A for RT _P k = 3; (4) Add those three parts of distortions to evaluate distortion D by (10); (5) Add all the those frequencies of chosen peak bins to acquire rate EC.
By now, the performance evaluation is finished. It is clear that, without tracking the complicated multilevel embedding process, our scheme could save much time.
In addition, some issues are simply discussed.
(1) It is observed that Pattern 2 is better Pattern 1 for RT _P k = 2 due to the less distortion D repeated−peak based on the same rate EC, which will be employed for search of optimal side information in Section V.
(2) The number of pattern is limited, which is basis of pre-preparing all the possible patterns. Due to the requirement of imperceptible distortion of stego-image, the number of reuses of peak bins RT _P k is limited. According to our extended experimental results, RT _P k is generally not more than 3. Based on the assumption that RT _P k = 3 and all the bins are shifted towards 'right direction', the number of different patterns is 1 × 2 × 3 = 6 as shown in Appendix A. If two possible shifting directions for each bin are considered, the whole number of different patterns is 1×2×3×2 (3) = 48, among which some patterns are with the same performance and could be ignored.
V. AN EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM BASED EFFECTIVE SEARCH METHOD
As shown in optimization model (9) , the solution space is huge and it is impossible to go through entire solution space to search the optimal solution by using empirical optimization methods, such as brute force search. Inspirited by our previous work [30] , a heuristic evolutionary algorithm, i.e., Genetic Algorithm (GA), is employed to automatically determine those tunable parameters due to its rapid and stable convergence property. In addition, some special problem-oriented designs are proposed to further ensure a stable and high-efficiency search, i.e., (1) Transfer learning based initial seeds design; (2) Empirical evolution criterion design.
As shown in Fig.7 , our genetic algorithm follows the conventional framework [43] , which includes some problem oriented designs. Those seeds in initial population are randomly generated associated with some specifically designed empirical chromosomes with good genes to ensure better convergence for GA implementation. Let g, G max and N denote the current generation number, the maximum generation number and the amount of individuals (seeds) in the initial population, respectively. The overall structure of the proposed genetic algorithm includes: 1) Initialization; 2) Empirical chromosomes (individuals) addition; 3) Evaluate all the individuals in the current population; 4) Divide those individuals into two parts, i.e., feasible part and infeasible one, according to the given payload constraint in (9); 5) Evolution. for each part, two ways are synchronously offered to achieve an expected evolution:
(a) Way 1: Conventional way including selection, crossover and mutation operations to generate the next generation, which could achieve a rapid search speed; (b) Way 2: Specially designed empirical modification in order to achieve small search step and controllable search direction.
In addition, to ensure a stable and effective search results in such an entire huge solution space, transfer learning technique is optionally employed, which introduces some high-performance individuals, such as good individual from ''multiple embedding'' on Level 2 [30] , into the initial population to guide evolution process. Those special design are described as follows. 
A. CHROMOSOME ENCODING
To solve the optimization problem described in (9) using GA, all the tunable parameters, i.e., chosen peak and zero bins, the corresponding number of reuse RT _P k , and pattern number are represented with chromosome encoding.
As shown in Fig.8 , all the candidate peak bins from Peak_Set with non-zero frequency in the histogram are sorted in the ascending order and assume the number of elements in Peak_Set is denoted as q. Then each candidate peak bin, i.e., P k , k ∈ [1, q] , is presented by the combination of four items, namely its value P k , the number of reuse RT _P k , corresponding zero bins Z k from Zero_Set and the pattern number, denoted as PN _P k , to denote how to repeatedly use P k as mentioned in Section IV.
Apparently, if RT _P k = 0, P k is not employed in the multilevel embedding process. When RT _P k = 1, P k is single utilized similar as ''multiple embedding''. Then just one zero bin Z k chosen from Zero_Set is employed and following pattern number could be ignored. When RT _P k ≥ 2, the corresponding RT _P k zero bins from Zero_Set associated with pattern number should be recorded.
B. TRANSFER LEARNING BASED INITIAL CHROMOSOMES ADDITION
Due to the entire huge solution space, completely random construction of initial population for GA might result in an unstable results, even the non-convergence one when the available solution space is tiny as mentioned in our previous work [30] . Therefore, it is desired to add some high-performance empirical seeds (individuals) into the ini- tial pool of population to guide effective evolution and ensure a stable solution.
To achieve the purpose, transfer learning technique could be optionally employed into our GA based framework as shown in Fig.7 , which will introduce an optimal solution for ''multiple embedding'' on Level 2 generated by our previous method [30] .
In addition, as mentioned in [30] , since the optimal solution search on Level 2 is rapid, the additional time cost for transfer learning technique is limited. The effectiveness of transfer learning technique will be discussed in Section VII.
C. EMPIRICAL EVOLUTION
Based on above analysis, completely random evolution might result in some uncontrollable convergence direction and unstable results. Based on this consideration, two ways, i.e., conventional method and a specially designed empirical modification, are simultaneously used to offer a controllable evolution scheme, where conventional evolution ensures convergence speed and empirical modification guides a controllable evolution direction with small search step size. The details are mentioned as follows.
1) CONVENTIONAL EVOLUTION
As shown in Fig.7 , conventional evolution includes crossover, mutation and selection operations.
Crossover: As shown in Fig.9 , for both individuals, one breakpoint is randomly determined and then their contents behind the breakpoint in both individuals are exchanged to build two new ones.
Mutation: For one individual as shown in Fig.8 , randomly choose one element except peak bin value P k , k ∈ [1, q] in it. Then replace it with another value. For example, If one zero bin Z k is chosen, another unused zero bin from Zero_Set could be used to replace current one. If the number of reuse or pattern number is chosen, the similar operations could be performed.
Selection: Roulette wheel selection [30] is employed to select those one with less distortion for crossover and mutation operations to reproduce the next generation.
2) EMPIRICAL MODIFICATION
The empirical modification for one individual could be performed towards two different directions, i.e., increasing embedding capacity or reduction of it. If the embedding capacity of current individual is larger than given payload, the modification towards the direction of reducing the embedding capacity is performed in order to make our solution best match the given payload and meanwhile acquire the least distortion. Otherwise, the modification towards the direction of increasing the embedding capacity.
The empirical modifications towards both directions are similar. Now, we take the modification towards the direction of reducing embedding capacity as an example to describe the operation as follows.
In the actual empirical modification process, one could be randomly utilized.
(1) Randomly reduce the number of reuse RT _P k for one peak bin P k in current individual unless RT _P k = 0;
(2) Choose a better pattern to replace the current one unless the current pattern is the best one. For example, as mentioned in Fig.6 , Pattern 2 is better than Pattern 1.
D. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For each individual associated with those parameters as shown in Fig.8 , the rate and distortion performance evaluation as mentioned in Section IV is implemented to rapid evaluate its rate (embedding capacity) and distortion D.
VI. EMBEDDING AND EXTRACTION PROCESSES
In general, the aim of proposed scheme is to determine the unconstraint optimal side information, i.e., peak and zeros bins, for ''multilevel embedding''. Then ''multilevel embedding'' process is performed for data hiding, which is fit for different carriers, either pixel or prediction error domain.
In our paper, similar embedding framework as [30] is employed, which includes: (1) The accurate rhombus prediction proposed in [19] is incorporated to generate prediction errors; (2) Prediction errors are sorted in ascending order based on their local variances [19] and then the top λ% of prediction errors corresponding to the smooth region are taken for HS based multilevel embedding. The optimal λ% is determined by given payload and described in [30] .
A. EMBEDDING PROCESS
For a 8-bit grayscale cover image and the binary secret message w of length C, the embedding process is briefly described as follows.
1) INITIALIZATION
Divide the cover image in Cross (X) and Round (O) sets as shown in Fig.10(a) , and assign half of the secret message for Cross and Round sets embedding, respectively. 
2) AREAS RESERVATION FOR AUXILIARY INFORMATION
Reserve the first two rows and columns in the cover image virgin to hide auxiliary information of ''Round'' set, denoted as Aux(O), for reversible restoration.
Aux(O) mainly includes chosen peak and zero bins, optimal λ% value and location map to avoid overflow/undeflow for ''Round'' set. Among them, location map generation as a common technique in RDH could be performed by many previous schemes, such as literature [22] employed in our paper.
3) RHOMBUS PREDICTION OF THE CROSS SET
As shown in Fig.10(b) , each pixel x i in the Cross set is predicted by its four neighboring pixels v i , i ∈ [1, 4] in Round set to obtain the prediction value x i by
where • is ceiling function returning the nearest integer no less than the input. Then the prediction error e i is computed by
4) DETERMINE THE OPTIMAL λ% OF PREDICTION ERRORS IN THE CROSS SET TO BUILD CARRIER FOR DATA HIDING
Based on the histogram of prediction errors in the Cross set, i.e., PE = e i |i ∈ [1, size] and assigned half of the secret message, determine the optimal top λ% of prediction errors as mentioned in [30] to build sub-histogram, denoted as Sub_PE, as carrier for data hiding.
5) OPTIMAL PEAK AND ZERO BINS SELECTION
Based on the generated Sub_PE in the Cross set, GA based scheme as mentioned in Section V is carried out to determine the optimal peak and zero bins for multilevel embedding.
6) CROSS SET EMBEDDING
To hide the message into Sub_PE, the accumulated shifts bin i for each bin after the multilevel embedding are calculated by (8) , (14) and (15) to generate the marked prediction errors in Cross set as follows.
Let e i and e i mean an original prediction error and its marked version, respectively. Then some cases should be individually performed as follows.
If i-th bin belongs to no peak bin, no secret data could be embedded and theñ
If i-th bin belongs to single utilized peak bin, 1-bit secret data w = 0or1 could be hidden and theñ
Otherwise, if i-th bin belongs to repeatedly utilized peak bin, several bits secret data w could be hidden and then the embedded processing should be performed according to the employed pattern number. We take Fig.6 as an example. Assume Pattern 1 is used, theñ
7) STEGO-PIXELS GENERATION IN THE CROSS SET
With marked prediction errors, we have the stego-pixels in the cross set as follows.
During above process, those auxiliary information for ''Cross'' set, denoted as Aux(X ), are generated and will be hidden into the ''Round'' set.
8) STEGO-PIXELS GENERATION IN THE ROUND SET
Utilize the generated stego-pixels in the Cross set to similarly predict the pixels by using Step 3). Then hide Aux(X ), the LSBs of Round set in reserved areas mentioned in Step 2), and the rest half of secret data into Round set in order by repeating Step 4)-7). 
9) STEGO IMAGE GENERATION
Combine the stego-pixels in both Cross and Round sets, and then embed the Aux(O) into the Round set of reserved region by using LSB replacement to generate stego-image.
Note that, in this paper, those auxiliary information for ''Round'' sets Aux(O) is saved in the reserved area in order to ensure that it could be acquired by receiver and thus guide data extraction and cover image restoration.
B. EXTRACTION PROCESS
Firstly, extract the auxiliary information Aux(O) from the reserved area of the stego-image. Then, based on stego-image and received optimum λ%, peak and zero bins from Aux(O), we extract half of the secret message and recover the ''Round'' set in the inverse order as embedding process. Finally, it is used to reconstruct the original Cross set and extract the rest hidden message.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme, we test six typical 512 × 512 × 8 bits grayscale images with different texture characteristics from SIPI database [44] . Meanwhile, the effect of Transfer Learning technique involved in our scheme is also discussed as follows.
A. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRANSFER LEARNING TECHNIQUE (TL)
In the subsection, the effectiveness of Transfer Learning technique (TL) as shown in Fig.7 is testified. As listed in Table 1 , PSNRs (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) of the stego-image based on different schemes are offered for test image Lena. It is observed that the performances with TL is much better than those ones without TL at various payloads. The reason is that it is not easy to search desired side information, i.e., the combination of peak and zero bins for given payload, around such an entire huge solution space, which might lead to unstable results. With the help of Transfer Learning, some high-performance initial individuals (seeds), i.e., our previous good seed [30] from Level 2, could be introduced in our framework as shown in Fig.7 to guide a better search. In addition, since the previous work [30] is performed in relatively smaller solution space, its stability and high efficiency are guaranteed. It is noted that, to control the imperceptible distortion of stego-image, when PSNR for stego-image is less than 30, the embedding process is stopped, which is denoted as notation '-' in Table 1 .
B. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF REPEATEDLY UTILIZED PEAK BINS IN MULTILEVEL EMBEDDING
To testify the effectiveness of the ''multilevel embedding'', comparison between ''multilevel embedding'' and ''multiple embedding'' are performed, where the former one allows to repeatedly utilize peak bins, while the latter is just associated with single utilized peak bins as illustrated in Fig.5 , respectively. To make a fair comparison, the cover image is identically generated based on the rhombus prediction [19] . The results for three typical test images are listed in Table 2 , where notation '-' means the payload could not be embedded or the quality of steo-image is too low (PSNR < 30). It is observed that: (1) For the small to medium payload, only single utilization of those peak bins located in smooth area is enough, and thus ''multiple embedding'' and ''multilevel embedding'' almost achieve the comparable performance. (2) With the increase of given payload, rather than employment of some peak bins in texture regions or exhausting all the possible desired regions with single utilization, repeated use of those peak bins located at smooth area might be a better choice, which demonstrates the superiority of multilevel embedding. Table 3 lists some side information (namely those chosen peak and zero bins) at different payloads for test image F16, where the notation [P k , Z k ] is utilized to denote the case of single utilized peak bin with its corresponding zero bin in RDH process, such as [−1, −6]. While [−1(2, 2), {−23, −26}] as shown in Table 3 is employed to denote the case of repeatedly utilized peak bin associated with its corresponding zero bins, where P k = −1 and some information in the parenthesis indicates that the number of reuse RT _P k = 2 and associated pattern number PN _P k = 2 for multilevel embedding as mentioned in Fig.8 . In addition, corresponding two zero bins are listed in the brace.
According to above analysis, it is concluded that ''multilevel embedding'' could achieve a better performance at different kinds of payload (from small to large payload), which attributes to the unconstraint optimal side information selection mechanism.
C. COMPREHENSIVE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER SCHEMES
Finally, comprehensive comparison between our scheme and other state-of-the-art algorithms, such as Sachnev et al. [19] , Luo et al. [22] , Wang et al. [30] and so on, is implemented. The results are offered in Fig.11 . It is observed that proposed scheme almost achieves the best performance in the entire range, i.e., from small payload to large one. And its embedding capacity could be up to more than 1.2bpp (bit per pixel) for some test images. The superiority results from two reasons: (1) The mechanism of unconstraint optimal side information selection ensures the essentially global optimal side information. (2) Some specially designed algorithms, i.e., transfer learning based GA scheme, further guarantee a rapid and stable search towards the desired search direction.
D. THE COMPUTATION COST
In this subsection, we evaluate the practical computation time (CmpTime) of both ''multilevel embedding'' and ''multiple embedding'' schemes for different test images at 0.05bpp, respectively. The simulation platform is MATLAB based on a 2.7 GHz Intel Pentium Dual Core CPU with 8GB memory. The results are listed in Table 4 . Evidently, the computation times for our multilevel embedding scheme are relatively larger compared with ''multiple embedding'' algorithm due to two factors: (1) Our scheme will perform much more flexible search among a larger solution space associated with complex ''multilevel embedding''; (2) Transfer Learning model involved in our scheme is actually a ''multiple embedding'' process and thus spends some computation time. However, due to some rapid algorithms specially designed in our paper to control the computation complexity as mentioned in Section VI and V, the computational cost for our scheme is affordable.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an unconstraint optimal selection of side information, i.e., peak and zero bins, for multilevel embedding based reversible data hiding is proposed. Due to flexible search of those side information around an entire huge solution space, expected performance is achieved at different payloads. In addition, to reduce the computation complexity for ''multilevel embedding'' and achieve stable search among the entire huge solution space, rapid performance evaluation method and transfer learning based GA search scheme are designed. Experimental results show the superiority of the proposed scheme and meanwhile achieve an affordable time cost. Finally, our proposed scheme will be extended to multiple histograms based RDH [31] and other cases in future.
IX. APPENDIX
As mentioned in Section IV, those patterns for peak bin P k associated with the number of reuse RT _P k = 3 based on shifting towards ''right direction'' are pre-prepared and listed in Table 5 .
